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In April, 2013 monitoring of websites concerning placement of information on safety of 

human rights activists of Kazakhstan was carried out. 

 

HUMAN RIHGTS DEFENDERS 

 

Evgeniy Zhovtis 

 

1.04.13. Today around 14:00 on Facebook on the page of our Bureau there was a 

message in English on behalf of the chairman of the board KIBHRRL Evgeniy Zhovtis that he 

allegedly is in London without money and asks about the help. Thus it became clear that 

E.Zhovtis's account on Facebook and his electronic mailbox are hacked by unknown hackers. 

How it was succeeded to establish, breaking is made from the African country of Nigeria (? ! ) . 

The message exposed on behalf of E.Zhovtis in few hours was widely adopted among 

users of Facebook'a from human rights and a large number of puzzled and sympathetic calls to 

head office and Bureau branches became environment NGO-shnoy, a consequence of that. For 

sympathy and offers on the help all thanks, and in reply to quite lawful bewilderment we declare 

publicly: at present Evgeny Aleksandrovich is at all in London, and at home in Almaty. Its 

account and e-mail are restored. 

Breaking of an account and mailbox suggests an idea of political provocation to what the 

Kazakhstan human rights activists long ago not to get used any more. 

 

Alima Abdirova, Baktygul Kanatov 

 

"on April 4, 2013 by the end of the working day me, Alima Abdirova, with Kanatov 

Baktygul decided to go to Hromtau to Alexander Egorov concerning his statement on a site 

http://mgorod.kz/nitem/aktobe-rabotniki-donskogo-goka-do-six-por-zhdut-pomoshhi-ot-

pravozashhitnikov/ (in article it is said that allegedly human rights activist Kanatov deceived 

workers – from the author of monitoring). To A.Egorov after reading of article it became bad, he 

wrote a denial. 

   In the 9th o'clock in the evening on the route Hromtau-Aktobe ahead of us the truck/42-

82 DC/slowly went and didn't give the chance to us of it to overtake. As soon as we overtook the 

truck, it sharply added speed, overtook us, tried to send us from the route, all events are on a 

video clamp. Baktygul managed to escape forward, but the truck began to pursue us with a speed 

of 120 km/h. The pursuit on the twisting and hilly route in the dark lasted to the suburb of 

Aktobe, there were no counter cars yet. 

   I consider that it was no accident, we were waited on the night route if not B. Kanatov's 

driver's experience, live to the city we wouldn't reach. 

P/S. A.Egorov's denial. 

Yours faithfully, director of OO "Aru Ana" Abdirova Alima.  

On April 5, 2013" 

 

Baktygul Kanatov 

 

At the beginning of March, 2013 sympathizing and not indifferent people reported that 

from Astana installation is received that in connection with possible the operation "successor", 

http://mgorod.kz/nitem/aktobe-rabotniki-donskogo-goka-do-six-por-zhdut-pomoshhi-ot-pravozashhitnikov/
http://mgorod.kz/nitem/aktobe-rabotniki-donskogo-goka-do-six-por-zhdut-pomoshhi-ot-pravozashhitnikov/


about growing discontent among the population, etc. will get rid or to discredit possible informal 

leaders who for itself will be able to conduct people, to organize mass actions, etc. 

Approximately on March 10 I received the message that I was in this list, and the 

prevention, to be extremely careful. By the way, they reported and about last year's, numerous 

provocations. http://www.bureau.kz/data.php?n_id=3634&l=ru, 

http://www.bureau.kz/data.php?n_id=3742&l=ru, 

http://www.bureau.kz/data.php?n_id=3825&l=ru, 

http://www.bureau.kz/data.php?n_id=3825&l=ru. 

There were many publications in the Svoboda Slova newspaper. 

On March 20, 2013 before departure to business trip to Uralsk came oralmans, living at 

dachas to which I once helped to receive the house register and a registration. According to their 

stories, to them experts came from department of domestic policy and asked to subscribe, under 

the ready statement, in an exchange of it promised them to employ. Having read a statement 

essence, they refused such transaction. Statements were concerning me and slanderous character 

of type "promised", "deceived", etc. 

On March 30, 2013, having read on mailing from the anonymous author the article 

"Workers of the Don GOKA Still Wait for the Help from Human Rights Activists" of Erkin 

Nurzhan (Askar Aktleuov) on a site "My City", not strongly was surprised and wasn't upset at all 

because got used that often after any action the mighty of this world tries to slander, small to 

soil. On Askar Aktleuov's explanation "nobody gave a task, saw on N. Sadykova's blog and 

simply wrote? ! . " I often receive mailing with slander about different people, including me 

acquaintances. But never I extended further even "just like that". 

On April 4, 2013 at insistance of colleagues decided to visit A.Egorov and went in of 

Hromtau (to 100 km from Aktobe) as in N. Sadykova's article it is specified:  "at A.Egorov's 

personal request".  According to A.Abdirova, having read this article, A.Egorov slightly in a 

faint didn't fall, endlessly spoke:  "same lie, lies as it isn't a shame to them".  On the way back 

not casually heavy-load truck I wanted us to push off from the route, pursued us to the city with 

a speed of 140 km/h.  

According to A.Egorov's story, it by phone phoned to N. Sadykova and agreed to meet in 

an agreed place. But for some reason instead of N. Sadykova Aydos Sadykov came to a meeting. 

I told that, "Natalia (wife) sits with the child, charged to me". A.Egorov began to tell it about the 

problems and asked "to help to return them the stocks DGOK". A.Sadykova, interrupting him, 

began to say to him any scurrilous things about me? ! . 

After that, this slanderous article appears on N. Sadykova's blog from her name? ! . In 

this dirty story me surprised not the slander untrue and who is engaged in it! In a word, 

Gyulshetai showed the real face. Only God will judge them! 

 

Vadim Kuramshin 

 

15.04.2013 late at night we received the first news from Vadim: 

"… As one would expect, distributed in "drill barrack". Within a year full isolation. If, for 

example, it wants someone me and my family to play a dirty trick, it elementary to make. Much 

it isn't required. There is enough one reprimand, and appointments to a family to me not to see, 

as justice on a zone. Considering a critical condition of health of my mother who without 

exaggeration needed to live not so much, most likely, ours with her a meeting in prison of Taraz 

was the last". 

 

PUBLIC PERSONS 

 

Bayan Usen 

 

http://www.bureau.kz/data.php?n_id=3634&l=ru
http://www.bureau.kz/data.php?n_id=3742&l=ru
http://www.bureau.kz/data.php?n_id=3825&l=ru
http://www.bureau.kz/data.php?n_id=3825&l=ru


15.04.13. The activist Bayan Usen who has legal proceedings with the leader of the party 

"Ak zhol", mazhilisman Azat Peruashev, was told in police that concerning her the application 

for initiation of legal proceedings for hindrance of deputy activity is submitted. 

 By words of Usen Bayan, on April 3  she was called from the Uigur District Department 

of the Interior of Almaty region and asked to come in connection with the statement of Azat 

Peruashev mazhilisman about initiation of legal proceedings under article 319 of the PC of the 

RK "infringement of honor and dignity of the deputy and hindrance of its activity". 

 "I told: "Send the agenda". Today the agenda isn't present" — specified Usen Bayan. She 

is sure: the leader of the party "Ak zhol" was up in arms against her because of a lawsuit of the 

businessman from the Uigur region of Almaty region of Yunus Yusupov (Bayan Usen represents 

his interests in court). 

 We have already written about this trial. Its essence that Yunus Yusupov a few years ago 

concluded with then still "Atameken's" head Azat Peruashev the transaction about sale of a share 

in "Zhaynak i K" LLP belonging to it. The businessman declared that money for a share in 

business didn't receive. And during judicial proceedings it became clear that Azat Peruashev, 

being the electee in deputies of Mazhilis, this share in "Zhaynak i K LLP" in trust control to 

other persons I didn't transfer. The fact of violation of the law confirms with Peruashev, by 

words Usen Bayan, the reference from department of justice of the Uigur area. 

 - All processes registered in audio according to Civil Procedure Code. All our 

performances in mass media were within the claim which corresponds to articles 150, 151 GPK. 

Moreover, the judge allowed to be present mass media at meetings — was indignant Usen 

Bayan. — We we don't touch him as the deputy, let him to be a deputy! Dispute began how it 

was chosen in parliament, and the claim was to the individual to Azat Peruashev. 

 By words Usen Bayan, still on March 4 she addressed in the Prosecutor General's Office, 

Mazhilis and the Central Election Commission with a request to check information received 

during process and to decide that now to do with the deputy. But the secretary of the Central 

Election Commission answered Usen Bayan that she has no right to address with such question. 

However, to one standard of the law in the Central Electoral Commission thus didn't refer. 

 - Them the question essence doesn't interest! From Mazhilis of the answer isn't present. 

In the State Office of Public Prosecutor speak: judicial dispute isn't ended. But it not the claim 

requirement, it that became clear during court — Mrs. Usen made a helpless gesture. — If I 

didn't report about it, I then for concealment could be attracted: after all the deputy, probably, is 

engaged in business activity. Probably, it isn't guilty and he is set up by his people. We 

repeatedly to it specify that he was up on. He categorically doesn't want to communicate with us. 

 

Erbol Aksholakov 

 

23.04.13. To edition information on detention of Erbol Aksholakov, one of organizers of 

meeting of the democratic forces declared for April 27 by the staff of Committee of national 

security of Kazakhstan  arrived. 

 As E. Aksholakov told, today began with a strange call for him. 

  - It was about 9 o'clock in the morning when they called on mobile phone. The unknown 

man called. He said that he was from Presidential Administration. Number was of Astana. He 

asked my name and surname and hunged up. I tried to call back, but there any more didn't 

answer. 

 - Somewhere after 12 o'clock in the afternoon I left a taxi near Baytursynov — Satpayev 

streets, and two Kazakh guys approached to me. They called to me by name, told that they knew 

who I was and what I was occupyed with. Suggested to have a talk in a secluded place and 

literally under hands led me on parking nearby. When I asked who they are and that from me is 

necessary for them, they didn't call names, only grinned — a pier, guess itself — the activist told. 

— They told that in a course of preparing meeting that I thought of a family, of the future. Also 



suggested me to hold during the day tomorrow a press conference at which I have to refuse 

participation in meeting: pier, I am mistaken, repent and so on. 

 This "conversation" lasted near... three hours. Erbol was compelled to tell that will think 

and, maybe, even will agree to come to a press conference — if only to get rid of uninvited 

interlocutors. 

 - They called back to me when we already distributed leaflets as though watched me 

because told: you supposedly that do, we agreed? I answered that we didn't agree about anything 

and that I won't come to a press conference. Then they promised to call back in the morning and 

told that "probably, it is necessary to talk in a different way". 

 

Andrey Tsukanov 

 

26.04.13. Andrey Tsukanov who has showered with eggs of Minister of Labour and 

Social Protection Serik Abdenov, received punishment under article 330 part of 1 KOAP — 

"small hooliganism". About it "Republic" was reported by the head of the press service of DIA 

of Almaty Ermek Boltayev. 

"I received 7 days of arrest, without a penalty. I recognized that showered minister 

Abdenov with eggs. That I allegedly showed disrespect for people around, I denied it. I told that 

showed disrespect only to the minister as to carry on with it civilized dialogue it is impossible. 

He answers questions of the population "because because"", - Tsukanov declared to journalists, 

leaving the building of the Specialized interdistrict court on administrative affairs of Almaty. 

The specialreceiver administration where A.Tsukanov serves the sentence, refuses to 

accept the transfer collected by colleagues of the arrested. Moreover, employees of the 

specialreceiver dare to scoff at Janna Baytelova, keeping it waiting on the street the second hour 

when they will deign to leave. Meanwhile at the activist of the house the small child waits that 

only "amuses" supervisors. 

30.04.13. The appeal on business "the thrower eggs to the minister" A.Tsukanov in city 

court carried out secretly. As A.Tsukanov's colleagues knew, hearing took place on April 29, 

about 6 o'clock in the evening. The resolution of court of the first instance is left without 

changes. The activist will be released on May 3, 2013. 

 

“OSA” PA 

 

09.04.2013 in mailing there was an address: "Dear colleagues! Our site is blocked! 

Intrigues of foes and enemies proceed on all front line! Unfortunately, at us is not only external, 

but internal enemies who in every possible way try "to bury" our association! Our enemies try to 

build to us different intrigues, are engaged in wrecking, instigation and other vile affairs, but we 

don't despair and we don't lose presence of mind! The issue is resolved, experts (hackers) already 

responded to our trouble - kind people who promise to correct a situation! I declare to all ill-

wishers of "OSA" PA: "Horse-radish to you! From a bagel you receive a hole, instead of 

Sharapova!" ". After a while – the second message: "Dear colleagues, children, thanks to all 

huge for support! ! ! The site managed to be unblocked! How many it will last, yet we don't 

know, but from 14:17 works steadily. The part of information both from a site, and from a forum 

is lost... In days foes three times brought down a site and three times kind people unblocked it. 

Domestic specialists unfortunately the help rendered to us, but our colleagues from Ukraine who 

days worked almost responded! Once again thanks to all big for support!" 

 

Statement of the president of Civil alliance of Kazakhstan 

 

22.04.2013 the president of Civil alliance of Kazakhstan Nurlan Erimbetov declared that 

he was against financing of the Kazakhstan non-governmental organizations (NGO) by the 

foreign companies, reports Tenginews.kz. According to him, the state will be able to finance 



activity of those non-governmental organizations which now get grants from the foreign 

companies provided that these projects are useful to the Kazakhstan society. Priority questions 

for NGO he called pedophilia, violence in families, crime among youth and a problem of 

disabled people. Civil alliance of Kazakhstan - the organization uniting about one thousand 

NGO, generally openly supporting the government and the president of Kazakhstan. To 

Erimbetov the Civil alliance of Kazakhstan was headed by the deputy of Mazhilis of parliament 

Aygul Solovyeva. The management of Alliance was replaced on April 13. 

"Non-governmental organizations opposed a position of the Chairman of Coordination 

Council of Civil Alliance of Kazakhstan of Nurlan Erimbetov". 

 

JOURNALISTS 

 

Berik Zhagiparov 

 

28.03.13. The judge of Zhezkazgan city court of Usmanov passed the decision to suspend 

access to a site of "The youth newspaper" for 3 months for "appeals to commission of 

administrative violations". The editor-in-chief of "The youth newspaper" Berik Zhagiparov 

considers this decision as the Kazakhmys corporation order. 

13.04.2013 on the web-site 

http://www.zonakz.net/blogs/user/samoilova_vasilisa/25951.html  "About the strange hussar …" 

article and 18.04.2013 on http://www.zonakz.net/blogs/user/samoilova_vasilisa/26001.html 

"Destiny zigzag" article were published discrediting Berik Zjagiparov. 

 

Alexander Kharlamov 

 

11.04.13. The journalist from Ridder Kharlamov accused of promotion of atheism, is sent 

to Almaty for passing of psychiatric examination. 

15.04.13. Alexander Kharlamov arrested in March is delivered at the end of the last week 

in a pre-trial detention center of Almaty. There he was transported under guard from a pre-trial 

detention center Ust Kamenogorsk. They want to declare me inadequate and to close in 

psychiatric hospital, Kharlamov with whom Azattyk's reporter managed to speak by phone 

claims. Azattyk knew that with Kharlamov psychiatric expertize to Ust Kamenogorsk was 

already carried out, and now it is delivered for stationary examination in Almaty. It is a question, 

so, of long supervision in one of psychiatric hospitals in the Almaty or its suburb. The 

investigator in the matter of A.Kharlamov, the employee of department of internal affairs of 

Ridder police captain Alikhat Turakpayev, confirmed Azattyk that it appointed judicial and 

psychological examination. 

 

Journalists of the “Respublika” newspaper 

 

12.04.13. This night the electronic box of "Respublika" was hacked. Unknown sent from 

it to mailing the letter accusing of bribability of activists of democratic forces. As the box of 

edition is registered on the google server, the security service of a mailer suspected breaking. 

The letter accompanied the following note: "Probably, this letter wasn't sent from the address 

respublika.d2@gmail.com". However, and without it it was clear that the letter false and is urged 

to compromise both "republicans", and opposition, and Mukhtar Ablyazov. 

15.04.13. "The committee of national security threatens families of journalists and 

employees "uniform with mass media "Republic". It is a question, including about a physical 

abuse concerning children. Only for the last three months I knew of seven similar cases", – the 

chief editor of Respublika media group Irina Petrushova writes in the open letter to the 

international community. 

 

http://www.zonakz.net/blogs/user/samoilova_vasilisa/25951.html
http://www.zonakz.net/blogs/user/samoilova_vasilisa/26001.html


Seitkazy Matayev 

 

17.04.13. "The group of journalists declares the action beginning on petition for Sergey 

Matveev (Seytkazy Matayev) removal from a position of the head of the Union of Journalists", – 

the letter dispatched today on e-mail addresses of the Kazakhstan mass media so begins. 

 Further the set of charges follows: "legally anybody also didn't elect him to this 

position", "It is impossible even to call Matayev the authoritative journalist" and so forth, up to 

such, as there is no wish to quote. We called "hero of the occasion". 

- I won't make comments on it, - S. Matayev declared. - I already calculated, who, from 

where, the IP address... I simply don't want to do them public relations. They only also wait for it 

- today it, probably, already the ninth call. I refused to all. 

 

Lukpan Akhmedyarov 

 

22.04.13.  Criminal case concerning four accused of attempt at journalist Lukpan 

Akhmedyarova is brought to trial.  Trial will begin on April 29.  

 29.04.13. Defendants: 

Askhat Takhambetov, 31 years.  Passes on business as the organizer of attempt.  In 2006 

it was condemned by 3 years of imprisonment conditionally for hooliganism with a use of 

weapons.  In the summer of the same year it was condemned by a year of imprisonment for 

weapon storage.  The member of the local organized criminal group "Taypakovskie" - according 

to the name of the taypak district of West Kazakhstan region.  

Almaz Batyrkhairov, 23 years admitted that shot at the journalist from the traumatic gun. 

In December, 2012 it was instituted criminal proceedings on charge of participation in murder. 

Till May, 2012 he worked as the fight coach at child junior sports school of the settlement 

Zhanybek, the Zhanybek district of WKR. 

Manarbek Akbulatov, 24 years.  Native of the Kaztalovsk district of WKR, professional 

fighter.  Admitted that put to the journalist knife wounds.  Earlier we judge for hooliganism with 

a use of weapons.  

Mursalim Sultangereev, 34 years – the driver of the car that defendants in night of 

commission of crime moved on. He has some criminal records for commission of a number of 

serious crimes. 

 

“Pravdivaya gazeta” newspaper 

 

24.04.13. In Almaty the first circulation of "The truthful newspaper" where the part of the 

book of lost oppositional politician Zamanbek Nurkadilov was published is withdrawn from sale. 

1200 copies of the first issue of the Pravdivaya Gazeta newspaper were withdrawn in the 

morning on Wednesday, April 24, the staff of akimat of Almaty. As the basis for this purpose as 

it is specified in the withdrawal protocol, absence of information on the frequency of the edition 

necessary to the instruction according to part 1 of article 15 of the law on mass media served, the 

employee of the newspaper Mady Torebayev told to Azattyk. 

 

Zhanbolat Mamay 

 

25.04.13. The ideological project manager of the "Ashyk Alan" (Tribune) newspaper  is 

afraid of provocations from law enforcement agencies. At the house of the journalist regularly 

are on duty police, and its native and familiar offers on "cooperation" constantly arrive. 

Zhanbolat Mamay was compelled to make the official statement addressed to heads of power 

departments. 

"… For the last weeks already several times to me police officers that for the accounting 

of the residents living in my apartment, with search of any criminals" home came. 



"… To me signals of possible provocations and from other sources arrive: law 

enforcement officers visited and continue to visit houses of my acquaintances and friends of my 

parents, with a request that those worked for them and provided data on my activity, on 

newspaper financing, on plans in political and journalistic activity. I consider, it the direct 

pressure upon me and my aged parents who worry and worry for me, seeing as employees of 

Committee oh National Security and police actively collect the file about my activity". 

 

Guzyal Baydalinova 

26.04.13. On April 26, in the evening at a house entrance on the employee of editorial 

office of the closed "Golos respubliki" newspaper Guzyal Baydalinova attack was made. 

 The unknown young man as it became clear then according to neighbors, waited for it 

return from work at an entrance. To his disappointment, Guzyal, having left the car, I went home 

not at once - stopped to talk over with the neigbour. Keen on conversation, neither Guzyal, nor 

her interlocutor didn't pay attention on passing by as they thought, the passerby. However this 

"passerby" unexpectedly rushed to Guzyal behind and stuck it with a sharp subject. 

- I, frankly speaking, in general understood nothing at first, - Guzyal admitted, telling 

about the events. - Having snatched on me, it cried out my name and threw the phrase that now I 

am supposedly infected. That at it was in hands, I didn't manage to make out - it escaped at full 

speed. But the prick was notable - till it bleeds. 

To make out attacking, unfortunately, neither Guzyal, nor neighbors couldn't, 

remembered only that the young man was a teenage constitution, all in black, the black baseball 

cap is pulled over eyes and spoke with accent. 

Guzyal is sure that it was attempt once again it to scare, after all, despite threats from 

outside "people in the civilian", journalists and employees of the closed "respubliki Golos" 

newspaper didn't put a hand and started the new project - "R-studio". 

 

Media portal "Nuradam" 

  

29.04.13. In Kazakhstan for two days access to the nuradam.kz Internet project was 

blocked, the editor-in-chief of the edition Gulzhan Ergaliyeva reported. "On Friday, by the end 

of day the site, without any reasons, preventions and justifications was closed. We addressed to 

experts, and they found out that abroad the site was available, and in Kazakhstan is blocked", - 

G. Ergaliyeva told agency of KAZTAG on Monday. 

 

LAWYERS 

 

Serik Sarsenov 

 

10.04.13. Lawyer of frontier guard Vladislav Chelakh Serik Sarsenov: "The Ministry of 

Justice came to a conclusion that there is no need to deprive of me the lawyer license. Were 

limited to strict reprimand to me for violation of lawyer ethics. But I all the same don't agree, 

cassation consideration of my complaint is appointed to April 26, I don't agree with a judgment 

that they to me took out the private resolution (the private resolution of court on S. Sarsenov's 

deprivation of the lawyer license – KAZTAG). If they don't cancel the private resolution of 

court, I will reach committee on human rights of the UN", - he told. 

10.04.13. Sarsenov: "I consider that the common sense prevailed. I can be glad only for 

officials of the Ministry of Justice. Meeting is on this matter appointed to April 26 in military 

court. This the first. The second: the city court of Almaty has to consider my claim about 

compensation of moral damage. It is that history with "the most favourite TV channel" KTK. 

And the third as soon as with the license everything will rise on the places, I make at once the 

appeal. Now in it 69 pages". 



24.04.13. Anuar Tugel: "… special attention of society and mass media to "Chelakh's 

business" imposed on Sarsenov the corresponding obligations and responsibility for their 

observance, including the slightest nuances of behavior and statements. That is why, having 

estimated this part of actions of the lawyer, the presidium of AGKA recognized them not 

meeting professional ethical standards and declared Sarsenov strict reprimand, and the Ministry 

of Justice, in turn, agreed to be limited with the appointed Bar to a punishment measure 

concerning the lawyer, without claim initiation in court on deprivation of its license". 

 26.04.13. The military court of the republic considered the appeal of S. Sarsenov on the 

private definition taken out by judge Erbol Akhmetzhanov about deprivation of the defender of 

the license. After short consideration of the appeal of the judge refused to Sarsenov her 

satisfaction in full. 

 29.04.13. Chelakh's lawyer was called today in DIA of Almaty area for evidence. As 

occasion allegedly its appeal to murder of judges which he declared in one of interview for this 

purpose served, the correspondent of Total.kz reports. "We were at the investigator. The 

procedural decision will be made later", - the defender of Sarsenov Nurlan Ustemirov told. 

Investigator Musabayev B. interrogated the defender, recorded his indications and sent back 

home. Sarsenov by phone told: "It appeared that this business "walked" since February of this 

year approximately. They saw in headings of the Kazakhstan sites that allegedly Sarsenov urged 

to kill judges and prosecutors". 

 

RELIGIOUS FIGURES 

 

Murat Telibekov 

 

15.04.13. They try to incriminate preparation of terrorists directly in higher education 

institution to Telibekov. In this connection, the Union of Muslims of Kazakhstan officially 

addressed in the Prosecutor General's Office, KNB and RK Ministry of Internal Affairs with the 

requirement to make responsible organizers of political provocation. - And how there were 

charges of training of students in explosive business? 

From interview: 

- Allegedly there were complaints of students that I on the occupations train them to 

collect explosive devices. Specifically I learned about it from the manager of chair. I was 

stunned, addressed to the rector with the purpose to receive any explanations about so terrible 

charge in my address. Its indifferent reaction as if it is a question not of political provocation, 

and about cockroaches or still something ordinary, frankly speaking, surprised me. From what I 

drew a conclusion that, probably, the university management is involved in emergence of this 

information also. 

 

Baptists  

 

 17.04.13. Two almost 80-year-old old women appeared among seven baptists fined in 

April for participation in unregistered religious meeting in Ayagoz of the East Kazakhstan 

region. 

Penalties made 50 monthly settlement indicators (MSI), these are 86 500 tenges, or 575 

dollars. In total this year 8 members of a community of baptists in Ayagoz were fined. 

According to Forum 18, most senior of the fined women, Valentina Dyakova — 77 years, one 

more, Raisa Bakenova, - 76 years. 

Raid on check of a community of baptists in Ayagoz took place on April 4. The 

prosecutor of the Ayagozsky area Serik Turdin says that the police inspected meeting of baptists, 

"as they held meeting without the state registration". The prosecutor says that the community 

underwent penalties, "as they prayed illegally" and "if they registered the church, they would 

have no such problems". 



 

Vyacheslav Tcherkasov 

 

 17.04.13. At appeal hearing in Akmolinsk regional court Vyacheslav Tcherkasov asked 

court to return him books. The prosecutor also requested to cancel part of the decision of the 

Burabay district court, concerning destruction of religious literature, reports Forum 18, the 

international human rights organization with headquarters in Norway. 

At the same time the court decided to transfer the confiscated books to Akmolinsky 

regional department of agency on affairs of religions (ADR). The part of the decision concerning 

fault of V. Tcherkasov and the imposed penalty in 50 MRP, remained without changes. 

As told Forum 18, V. Tcherkasov it went on April 8 to the ADR local department in of 

Kokshetau where to it returned the confiscated literature. He noted that intends to appeal against 

the penalty imposed on it further. 

 

Igor Andreykin, Evgeny Medvedev 

 

25.04.13. The pastor of Protestant church of Pentecostals "New life" Igor Andreykin who 

is constantly living in Temirtau to the Karaganda region, held on March 31 easter service to 

Stepnogorsk by the invitation of a local community of this church. During service four police 

officers rushed into the building Stepnogorsk accompanied by the head of department of 

domestic policy of city akimat Orynbasar Beysenbina. Pastor Andreykin accused of illegal 

missionary activity. Duman Uvaydeldinov, the employee of department of police Stepnogorsk on 

criminal investigation, told that the pastor from one city has to have permission to read sermons 

in other city. 

Pastor Andreykin and the pastor of a stepnogorsky community Evgeny Medvedev 

compelled to pass in a police station for evidence then to them allowed to leave. 

In police Stepnogorsk told that raid is carried out on the basis of the domestic policy 

which has arrived from department of akimat of information on "illegal missionary activity" 

pastor and that it "needs local state permission to preach". In police reported that transferred 

materials to prosecutor's office and that in case of violation recognition "to the pastor, most 

likely, will take out the prevention". 

In department of domestic policy of city akimat of Forum 18 told that the pastor "carried 

out illegal missionary activity" and that for this purpose it is necessary "to get permission in 

department of agency on affairs of religions of Akmolinsky area". 

Raid was carried out on the basis of Oksana Atamas's statement, the representative of the 

akmolinsky Theological information and advisory center of "Dignity" to Stepnogorsk.  She 

confirmed Forum 18 that made the complaint in police "as the citizen and the civil activist".  

Andreykin is also concerned by article of the director of the center of "Dignity" of 

Gulnara Orazbayeva in which she calls Christians Pentecostals by "destructive new religious 

movement". 

Representatives of New Life church also complained of attempt to discredit them. In the 

evening on March 30 pastor E.Medvedev with the son Rodion, pastor I.Andreykin and five other 

men, members of church, were going to go to a sauna. But workers of a sauna told that the staff 

of unnamed "law enforcement agency" tried to convince them to pass in a hall of two young 

women, pastor Medvedev of Forum 18 human rights organization told. He assumes that women 

police officers had to take off in a hall from themselves clothes, then to the place of profit. 

 

LABOR UNION ACTIVISTS 

 

Rosa Tuletayeva 

 



 28.03.13. Aliya, daughter Rosa Tuletayeva's,was bothered by wars of lawyers for her 

mother, and she decided to employ the new defender. "Besides lawyers Batiyeva, Dosbolov and 

Zhuaspayeva there are also other professionals", – told A.Tuletayeva in interview to 

"Respublika". She also reported that liver adenoma was found in her mother. 

23.04.13. As it became known from known Kazakhstan human rights activist Max 

Bokayev, the leader of striking oil industry workers Zhanaozen R. Tuletayeva declared on April 

22 hunger strike. As occasion to hunger strike refusal served in granting to the Rose of medical 

care in a female colony of the city of Atyrau where it now is. 

 According to the family of Tuletayeva, she has chronic diseases of a liver, and as a result 

of not rendering medical care it developed a benign tumor. 

 Now the Rose, according to the daughter, is in a critical condition.  

 - It don't admit to a medical unit, don't call doctors, don't give any drugs. Mother can't 

go, she has no forces, even to stand during muster. But its force pull out in a corridor and force to 

stand in a system. After inspection on ultrasonography when in it found liver adenoma, the 

condition it every day worsens. Now she decided to go on hunger strike to express a protest to 

actions of the management of a colony. I very much am afraid for it. As though with it, 

something didn't make there. I now urgently leave in Atyrau, - Aaliyah by phone told. 

29.04.2013 the open address is widespread in a network non-governmental and the 

international organizations to K. K. Masimov, A.K.Daulbayev, K.N.Kasymov, and 30.04.2013 

the socialist resistance of Kazakhstan urged to show solidarity and to send the protest letter in 

support of R. Tuletayeva. 

 

 

Labor union "Zhanartu" 

 

24.04.13. Information service of labor union to "Zhanart": "The authorities of Kazakhstan 

don't want to open face of the paid provokers which stand behind registration of a clone of the 

double of working labor union to "Zhanartu". At once, in January as it became known of 

registration of this false organization, members of the Central Committee of real labor union and 

the trade-union association "Protection of Work" of the East Kazakhstan region gave request for 

the one who costs in the clone management to department of justice of this region. 

Recently we received the curious document from Department of justice of the East 

Kazakhstan region: "We report that according to the State database "Legal entities" public 

association "Public committee (notice at all labor union. Edition) on protection of the rights of 

employees of industrial, budgetary branches, an agrocomplex and a services sector to "Zhanartu" 

it is registered 26.08.2012. The department of justice of the East Kazakhstan region also assigned 

business identification number. On the basis of item 1 and item 2 of Art. 11 of the Republic of 

Kazakhstan "About national registers of identification numbers", the data containing in national 

registers of identification numbers, aren't subject to disclosure. Information concerning the 

physical or legal entity, can't be provided to other person without notarially certified consent of 

the physical or legal entity, in an order determined by the legislation of RK. Deputy chief A. 

Burshakbayev". 

It is clear that creation of a clone was fabricated in KNB and Joint stock company Horde 

subsoil, for prevention of lawful registration and implementation of legal activity of working 

labor union to "Zhanartu" who was included as the member organization into the World 

Federation of Labor unions". 

 

Gulmira Zhoktayeva, Dametken Baybolayeva 

 

PA "Labor Union of Workers of Science" again entered fight for the rights of the 

members in RGP "Research Skin and Venereologic Institute" (NIKVI), now opposition with the 

director of this institute Alexander Eshimov.   



A.Eshimov worked before as the director of the Regional skin and venereologic clinic in 

Almaty area where he and got used to act by the rules. It holds a position of the director of 

NIKVI since March 12, 2012, and appointed its Ministry of Health of RK. 

And A.Eshimov forced employees of institute to sign with it urgent employment 

contracts for a period of one year.  Though each worker at that time on hands, had an existing 

employment contract for an indefinite term, signed earlier and operating not the first year.  Thus, 

workers have on two existing contracts.  But nevertheless, the majority signed with it the 

contract on April 2, 2012, showing the act of implicit submission to the new management, except 

for two workers.  Since that moment the director declared them secret "war" and started getting 

rid of them gradually.  All events which have followed these facts occurred as according to in 

advance written scenario.  The management scrupulously began to find a reason for dismissal of 

workers — at first Gulmira Zhaktayeva, then Dametken Baybolayeva.  

Everything began on May 11, 2012 when the director issues the order for dismissal of G. 

Zhaktayeva, and on May 14, 2012 dismisses allegedly for absence at work on March 19-20, 

2012. Explanatory, written by the laboratory doctor, he counted unreasonable, and the reason 

disrespectful. Having issued such order, the director broke the law on labor unions, without 

having addressed and without having received a consent of trade-union committee, and under the 

law such act of the employer is invalid and isn't subject to application. The laboratory doctor and 

the member of trade-union committee G. Zhaktayeva appealed to court on July 23, 2012 and by 

a judgment on September 5 was restored at former work. Thus directors obliged to pay to the 

worker a salary for time of the compelled truancy. 

On August 9, 2012 by A.Eshimov it was illegally dismissed the chief accountant of 

institute of D. Baybolayeva which impudently I compelled to write the application at own will. 

Only she about desire to leave on compulsion of the employer warned in a month that granted it 

the right to withdraw the statement within a month. But the director of NIKVI dismissed her 

earlier, than in a month and refused a statement response because of achievement of a retirement 

age by it. The labor union once again spoke out in defense of the dismissed worker in court as in 

this case discrimination on age (the worker was observed was a retirement age). In the period of 

court of the party came to the settlement agreement according to which the director of institute 

undertook to pay to D. Baybolayeva a salary in five months of the compelled truancy and 

compensation for moral harm in total amount of 1 million tenges. However the director contrary 

to the arrangement unreasonably tightens payment of a salary and refuses to execute court 

definition voluntary. 

On October 30, 2012 the director unreasonably transferred one more worker — to 

L.Demyanov with achievement of a retirement age by her to other workplace, having put on a 

salary half.  On November 6, 2012 the Central Committee of labor union of workers of science 

sent one more letter, paying attention of the director to proceeding violations of the labor 

legislation by it in collective.  L.Demyanov it is restored in a former posit ion, it compensated the 

half-received salary and other due payments for deprivation of opportunity to work on the 

workplace (shopping Mall RK Art. 162).  The order No. 22AP of January 18, 2013 which 

unilaterally I recognized all available termless and urgent labor contracts invalid is issued.  

In words the director agreed with remarks and decisions of the courts, but in collective 

behaved absolutely in own way. Nevertheless diligence of the director didn't go to waste and to 

get rid of labor union, it forced workers to leave for the far-fetched reasons labor union of 

workers of science. Result was that at the end of 2012 the trade-union committee of institute 

expressed desire about transition to Almaty branch of labor union of workers of health care of 

RK. At present the labor union of workers of science intends to bring the matter to the end - to 

restore the rights of workers to termless employment contracts which were available for them 

earlier. 

 

POLITICAL FIGURES 

 



Vladimir Kozlov 

 

 5.04.13. Turusbekova: "… it is hurt by a coxofemoral joint. Vladimir Ivanovich writes: 

"I continue to fight against the right joint. That it was ill strongly, then became silent … And 

now again заныл. In the morning when I put on, into the left trouser-leg I jump easily, in right 

having already gritted teeth, the joint" hurts. Everything that they can, it to give analginum. It is 

more than any preparations as it became clear from this that I read, in a medical unit isn't 

available. Besides, it has stomach spasms. Made ultrasonography but while results aren't present. 

Whether him will treat, not clearly. 

17.04.13. Aaliya Turusbekova in group "Svobodu V. Kozlova, I.Vinyavskomu and S. 

Sapargali" on "Facebook" reported the following: "Vladimir Kozlov called. It has no mood 

absolutely. In a colony there are strange things — all prison declared to it boycott and doesn't 

communicate almost. Convicts who got in line earlier to ask for it sweets, cigarettes, now don't 

ask, don't take from it anything. On their slang it is called — a freezing. One thing is clear, that 

in a red colony convicts submit to indications of administration. It means that the administration 

declared to it boycott". 

 

Zharmakhan Tuyakbay 

 

Ulidera of OSDP party of Zharmakhan Tuyakbaya two accounts in Facebook’e.   In 

information on the user it is reported that a place of its work National Social Democratic Party.   

But in the morning on April 5 on the page of Tuyakbaya the message on new work - in Academy 

for public service hung at the president of Kazakhstan.   

News didn't remain unnoticed. One person "liked" the message six minutes later after its 

placement. Oppositional journalists right there began to find out the reasons, but phoned to the 

staff of office of party not at once. 

The dirty trick the first was felt by the head of Almaty branch of party Amirbek Togusov.  

He told correspondents of the oppositional newspaper "Respublika" that considers information 

on change of work of Tuyakbaya doubtful as saw it two days ago, but that, say, didn't mention 

any plans in this respect.  Some on the Internet assumed that it is provocation.  Others reacted as 

if at all aren't surprised.  Same it is obvious – for what reason it will change the status in party?  

The reason of emergence of information on "a new place of work" Tuyakbaya press secretary 

Maxim Andryushin explained it:  "It simply hacked its account on "Facebook" and wrote any 

nonsense.  Naturally, it isn't true.  Same it is obvious – for what reason it will change the status in 

party?  " – he told correspondents of a site "Nur Adam".  

None of journalists didn't phone to politician Zharmakhan Tuyakbaya. As it appeared, on 

April 5 at o'clock when the public "digested" information allegedly about leaving of Tuyakbaya 

in Academy for civil service, passed meeting of political council of OSDP. 

 

 

 

 

 


